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Trustly is an Online Bank Transfer that allows consumers to pay directly
through their internet banking account. Benefits:
ff In cooperation with several banks
ff Almost all online banking users in the supported countries can be
addressed
ff Zero payment default risk
ff Real-time payment success notification
ff Goods / Services can be immediately shipped to the consumer

Trustly is an Online Bank Transfer
that allows consumers to pay directly
through their internet banking
account. By offering Trustly on their
payment pages, merchants easily
can address almost anyone with a
bank account in one of the supported
countries.
Trustly can be used from consumers
in Sweden, Finland, E
 stonia and
Poland in cooperation with several
banks as safe alternative to credit
and debit cards.

Upon selecting Trustly as preferred
payment method on the merchant’s
payment page, the consumer as well as
all shopping cart information is transferred directly to Trustly website. The
consumer chooses his bank and Trustly
then issues a unique transaction number
for reference. The consumer completes
the payment process by log-in into his
online banking account and confirms the
transaction with a TAN. The payment is
sent as regular bank transfer and notification to merchants is available within a
couple of minutes. Otherwise, if the bank
is not supported the transfer will take 1-3
bank days.

Trustly offers merchants a safe and for
consumers easy to use online payment
solution that facilitates the payment
process as well as guarantees payment.
There is no risk of payment default as
the consumer authorizes the payment
directly from his personal bank account
in real-time.
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